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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RESULTS OF MEASUREblENTS BY CHARGED
PARTICLE TRAPS ON THE SOVIET COSMIC ROCKETS AND MAGNETIC-FIELD 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE AMERICAN SATELLITE "EXPLORER VI" AND ROCKET 
"PIONEER V". The fo llowing artic l e by K. 1. Gringauz an<L2.:.-M. 
Rytov was translated from Dokl ady Akademh 2.!L~, Vol. 135, 
No":'T, pp 48-51, Nov., 1960. 

In the description of the result s obtained in 1959 in the vicinity 
of the Earth with the help of three electrode traps for charged 
particles pl aced on t~e Soviet cosmic rockets [1] , it was indicated 
that at distances of 55,000 to 75,000 km from the E9rth's surface, 
electron currents with densities of _10 8 el'cm- 2 'sec-1 and energies 
>- 200 ev had been detected. This made it possible to conclude that 
an outermos t belt of charged 'particles surrounding the Earth exists 
[2,3], located beyond the radiation zones [4-7J. It was supposed 
that the boundaries of this belt lie a long the force lines of the 
geomagnetic field [2 ,3 ] . 

In 1960, preliminary results were published of measurements of the 
geomagnetic field performed by the satellite "Explorer VI" (launched 
in the USA on August 7, 1959, with an ~R9gee of 48,800 km, a 
revolution period of 12.45 min~ and orbit in a plane inclined by 
an angle o f 470 with res pect to the plane of the geographic equator) 
[ 8 ], and by the cosmic rocket "Pioneer V" (launched on March 11; 
1960) [9 ,10 ] . These measurements showed that at distances from the 

*Official data are : Perigee, 251 km; Apogee, 42,408 km; 
Inclinat ion to equator, 46 .90 ; Period, l2~ hours. 



center of the Earth less than 5-6 Earth radii RE, there was a good 
agreement between the measured values of the geomagnetic field and the 
theoretical values calculated from its values at the Earth's surface 
and the eccentric dipole model according to [11]. 

At great distances from the Earth, systematic large-scale deviations 
from the theoretical values of the field were recorded; these deviations 
were observed all the time -- both in magnetically perturbed and in 
magnetically quiet days -- although they changed somewhat in time. The 
authors of papers [8-10] came to the conclusion that the perturbations 
in question detected by Explorer VI in the geomagnetic field are due 
to a permanent system of electric currents. This system of currents 
should be localized in a certain way and lie beyond the limits of the 
radiation zones, possibly in a toroidal region surrounding the Earth. 
In order to determine the characteristics of this current system, a 
hypothetical model of it was examined. This model consisted of a current 
flowing through a circular cylinder whose center lay on the geomagnetic 
equator, and having the same current density for every section. The 
total magnetic field resulting from the geomagnetic field and the 
magnetic field of the current ring was calculated. These calculations 
were compared with the measured values in order to verify whether the 
model chosen for the current ring was appropriate, and in order to 
determine the parameters of the current system fitting in the best way 
the experimental data. 

The measurements carried out on Pioneer V"which passed through another 
part of the region under consideration than the Explorer VI and inter
sected the supposed current system, showed that at distances from the 
center of the Earth of 5-7 RE, lower values of the geomagnetic fields 
were observed, as with Explorer VI. On the other hand, at distances 
larger than 13 RE, values higher than those given by the theoretical 
law l/Rs were detected. These results confirmed the idea of the 
existence of a "current ring" causing permanent perturbations of the 
geomagnetic field at geocentric distances >5RE. 

The results of the calculation of the parameters of the ring current, 
based on the model shown above, were the following. 

a) For Explorer VI, Ro = 60,000 km, I & 5 • 106 amp, a • 3RE (or less), 
where Ro is the distance from the center of the Earth to the center of 
the circular section of the cylinder, I is the total current intensity, 
~ is the radius of the cylinder. 

b) For Pioneer V, Ro = '50,000 km, I - 5 . 106 amp, a • 3RE' 

In (10] it was noted that no agreement can be obtained between the 
experimentaf data and the results of the calculation based on the current 
model mentioned above for a .< 3RE• 
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A comparison of the above preliminary results of measurement of the 
geomagnetic field by Explorer VI a nd Pioneer V, with published data [1-3] 
concerning the outmost belt of charged particles (discovered by means of 
charged-particle traps by Soviet cosmic rockets, and containing electrons 
with energies 200 ev< E < - 104 ev) undoubtedly presents a great interest. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3 of [ 3], the Soviet rockets cut the geomagnetic 
equator a t a height of about 60 , 000 km from the surface of the Earth, i.e., 
just in the zone where the center of the current ring is located, and 
whose eKistence follows from the data of American magnetic measurements. 
As can be seen from Fig. 4 of [1], the center of the region in which 
currents of electrons with E >200 ev were discovered (flight of the 
second cosmic rocket of September 9, 1959) lies at a heiglEof -60,000 -
65,000 kID from the s urface of the Earth (i.e., near the center of the 
section of the current ring, according to the data of Explorer VI). The 
density maximum of the e lectron currents lies in a region about 20,000 
km wide (at heights of 55, 000 - 75,000 km), and the extension of the 
whole region in which elec tron currents were detected was- 40,000 km, a 
value very close to the diameter of the section of the current ring 
2a!! 6 Rg calculated in [ 10]. 

The current density (of the electron flow), according to the data of 
experiments with charged-particle traps, becomes greater at shorter 
and shorter distances f rom the center of the region where they exist, 
and drops to zero at the boundaries of the existence region, whereas 
it was taken as constant along the section of a current ring in [10]. 
However, [101 clearly indicates that such a model of a current ring 
was taken only in order to simplify the calculation. The mean current 
density in the current ring calculated according to [10] is about 4.10 -13 
amp/ctr? whereas the density of the electron flow in the maximum of the _ 
outermost belt of charged particles is, according to Il-3) , about 2' 108 

ell ctr? • sec - 3 . 2 • 10=1iampl cm"2 . . 

However. one should keep in view the fact that by means of the traps of 
the experiments reported in [1]. the density of the whole electron flow 
with E > 200 ev could be determined, whereas the changes of the geo
magnetic field could be given only by the component of this current 
perpendicular to the lines of force of the geomagnetic field. Such a 
component must exist because of the well-known phenomenon of charged
particle drifting in a nonuniform magnetic field (see. e.g., [12]). 

In order to be able to evaluate the drift current density and the current 
in a trap we shall consider the geomagnetic field as the field of a 
dipole. a~d suppose that the distribution of electrons according to their 
velocities is a Maxwell distribution. This assumption is certainly 
conventional. The Maxwell distribution will be introduced only as some 
effective distribution, i.e .• as .one which gives in a trap the same 
currents as that observed in fact. 
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Under the assumptions mentioned, the general formulas for the drift in 
a nonuniform magnetic field [12] give the following expression for the 
density of the drift current in the plane of the magnetic equator: 

6c9N 
=~ 

where £ is the velocity of light, 9 and N are the energy temperature 
andthe .concentration of the electrons; RE is the radius of the Earth, 
Bo is the field at the surface of the Earth; B is the field R from the 
dipole. Naturally, positive ions also carry a contribution to the drift 
current (at thermal equilibrium the expression given above should be 
doubled), but, as will be seen in the following, taking into account 
this insufficiently determined addition does not play any role in further 
considerations. 

Under the same assumptions, the current density in a trap intersecting 
electrons with kinetic energies (along the normal to the surface of 
the trap collector) lower than ev, is 

~ -x eV j = eN --- e ,X=--, 
1 2J(m e 

where ~ and!!! are the charge and mass of the electron. Dividing jdr by jl' 

and expressing 8 through the parameter ~, we obtain 

jd . 6cR2 ~ eX 

~=~ 2J(e- V .rx· 
J l 0 E 'Y x 

Taking R = lORE (RE = 6.4 • 108), Bo = 0.5 gauss, eV = 200 ev, and 
substituting the values 1of the other constants, we obtain 

x 
~ ~ 1.55 • lO..6_e_ 
jl ~ 

The observed ratio of the current densities (of the order of lO~) 
corresponds to x ~ 9.5, i.e., e ~ 21 ev, or 230,0000 abs, if the root 
x -10 -7 , which corresponds to an exceedingly high temperature, is 
neglected. Let us note that for such values of ~ the quantity ~ 
depends very weakly (logarithmically) upon the ratio of the currents, 
the distance from the dipole, and the potential of the grid of the trap . 
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Us!'" the value obuloed for e. It 11 pollib1e to calculate from the ' 
foraaLl for 11 , or (vhich 11 even limpler). from the formula fgr jdr' 
the value of (he 1ectron cone ntrAtion H. For jdr • 4 • 10-1 
-'P/J • 1.2 • to· CCS£. v e tHe: 600 el/enfJ. 

above provid some grounds for believing 
aur t l m4de with three electrode traps on 

&ad with m4gnetome ters on Explorer VI and 
qrOl~ltIt vith ch other. Thus. these investi

anoth r. and carried out with different 
a I' , U rt and l upplement eacb other. and prove tbat 

&:he curr Qe; r l.a& dLleov red in the IIIIgnetic e.xperiments is notbing else 
tbao tho, delle; urI' t produc d by tbe nonunifonnity of tbe geomagnetic 
.fuld, lQ u. CN I bo lt of charged particles permanently present 
iUt ~l,bc;a ot abou 60,ooo~. Furtber direct investigations of tbis 
'be1.c ",UI ... po Jibia to determine more accurately its properties • 
.t.o partlc:vLlr u varutlonJ i,n time and space. and also tbe energy 
_,..caw. 0 t.bAl aleecroOl producing tbe effects discovered by tbe 
Sow-lel: ~ ADIlrlca.a uperlM.nts . 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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SOME CALCULATIONS OF THE THERMAL HISTORY ?F THE MOON. The following 
art i cle by B. Yu. Levin and S. V. Maeva was translated from Doklady 
Akademii Nauk~, 01. 133, No.1, pp 44-47, July, 1960. 

In calculations of the thermal history of the Moon, as well as in 
analogous calculations for the Earth, one mu s t examine the various 
models of these bodies, i.e., the simplified schemes of their structure 
and evolution. In the calculations carried out below, the authors have 
s triven to picture the evolut i on of the Moon as strictly as possible as 
having developed -tl\rough an accumulation of cold solids. 

1. Initial data. As a consequence of the smallness of the Moon's mass, 
the heating by the impacts of the bodies which formed it, as well as 
the raising of the temperature of the core as a result of its compression 
by the accumulating exterior layers, was, in contrast to Earth, negligibly 
small. Therefore, an initial temperature distribut i on, which had been 
es tablished at the moment of practical completion of the Moon's growth, 
was determined by use of the fact that the central portions had formed 
and begun to accumulate radiogenic heat before the peripheral portions. 
The "initial" temperature distributions used were calculated for two 
alternative contents of radioactive elements (s ee below) in the supposi
t i on that formation of the Moon took 0.23 109 years and proceeded 
according to the rule obtained by V. S. Safronov [1] f or Earth. 'The 
temperature of the surface was assumed at all times equal to 00

, which 
corresponds approximately to the conditions on the equatoria l zone of 
the Moon. 
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The mean content of radioactive e lements in the Moon 'was taken the same 
as in meteor it The ana l yses of me t eorites carried out by various 
authors in recent year, although giving values ~ich differ by orders 
of magnitud for th content of U and Th, nonetheless indicate a general 
tendency toward r duction. Therefore, a long with calculations based 
upon the mean cont nt of th anticline [2], which we denote as version C, 
calculation ar al a pr s nt d fo r vers ion C~ , in which the contents 
of U and Th ar t k n small r by a half with the same content of K. 
Version C contain ( in gIg); U-5.2 ·10-8 , Th-2l'10- 8 and K-0.7.1Q_3; 
version C.\j contain in g/g):U -2.6 ·1O·8 ,Th-1O.5 ·ur8 a-d K-O.7'1<f3. In version C\ 
the content i v r y hat ssumed by A. P. Vinogradov [3]. 
MacDona ld [4] sma ll r (twofold) content of U and Th; he 
bases thi lys s of m teori tes carried out by a neutron

S sy t ema tically smaller values than the 
r ckon d from the beginning of its forma-

t k n in the fo rm of a sum of the molecular 
ivities }.. - AIT + 16/3 ~ cff 3/€ , where T is 
th Stefan -Saltzman constant; ~, the index 

ak n qual to 3); and € the coefficient of 
- 10 cm- l and € - 40 cm- l ) . The constant A was 

cond ition that OOC, where the radiation thermal 
unimportan t, }..- 1. 2 ' 10""2 cal lcm sec· deg (dunite). 

ity was tak n qual to 0 . 2 cal/ g . deg. 

Th calculation r f rr d to b low were ca rried out on a hydrointegrator 
of V. S . Luk ' yanov' s d sign in the Hintransstra Central Scientific 
Inatitut 0 Construction . 

2. heating up of the Moon. The Moon was considered 
( - 3 .3 g/cm 3 ) with a uniform distribution of 

lesents . The ca lculation was started from the moment of 
practical campI tion of the Hoon's growth, i.e., from the time t - 0.23·108 
year. (th t t is reckoned f rom the beginning of formation of the Hoon). 
For both verllon; of the radioactive element content (C and C~ one obtains 
aeleins of m.teria l s tarting from the center. Petrous material, con
lLa t ins of varioul minerals, melts gradually in a certain temperature 
lnterval. It val aSlumed that melting of lunar material proceeds in a 
2oo-deg're interva l and is completely ended when the melting temperature 
of dunite il reached. For the latter, the melting curve was taken 
according t o Wolf [51, i.e., the dependence on pressure ~ vas taken 
according to the formula ~ • So + ap + bp. The constants So • 12500 , 

~ - 0.005, and ~ • -0.020·1or8 were obtained from measurements at 
relatively low preslures. According to this formula one finds that the 
melting temperature of dunite (and according to the assumptions indicated 
above, allo the temperature of the initial melting) in the center of the 
Hoon il 190 degrees higher than on the lurface. 
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The heat of fusion was taken equal to 100 cal/g . Its absorp tion was 
considered to proceed uniformly in the assumed melting i nterval. Me lting 
of the material in the center began at time t = 0.5.109 year s in vers i on C 
and at time t = 0.7.109 years in version C~ . We note tha t melting in t he. 
center is obtained evep for a still smaller content of rad ioactive e l ement 
but it begins still later [4]. 

3. Qualitative picture of the processes going on during me l ting. Si nce 
the pressure in the core of the room is small, melting of i t s materia l 
implies not only a transition from a crystalline to an amorphous s tate 
but also a transition to a liquid fluid state. In the cours e of warmi ng 
up, the lowest melting-point materials and eutectics must have been the 
first to melt. As a rule, they are less dense and, i n add i t ion, the 
melting itself decreases their density. Therefore the mo lten mater ia l s 
must have tended to move upwards, seeping between part i cles which had 
remained solid, while these solid, more dense, part i cles mus t have tended 
to move downward, squeezing the molten materials upwards . A different i a
tion in density and in chemical composition was obtained. (Moreover, 
large-scale vertical displacements must have occurred , a long with whi ch 
coarse-sized materials must have acquired somewhat differ ent densi ties 
because of fluctuations of composition and structure of the sol ids which 
were accumulated). Insofar as t he temperature gr adient was severa l t imes 
greater than adiabatic, the vertical displacements of mater ial impl i ed 
the transfer of a tremendous amount of heat, equivalent t o a certa in 
degree to a substantial increase of thermal conduct i vi t y. 

Oxides of the radioactive elements constitute a lloying addit i ons which 
lower the melting temperature of siliceous ma teria l [3] . Ther efore , 
they get into the lightweight melds and are carried to the sur face with 
them. In the course of heating up the Hoon, this pr ocess mus t have 
abetted the undermelting of the external solid c r ust and les sened the 
heating of the internal regions of the Moon in which t he content of 
radioactive elements was decreased. In the centra l port i ons of the Moon, 
on .account of gravitational differentiation, an iron cor e grew containing 
altogether very little of the radioactive e lements. 

Idealizing the further course of the heating up of the Moon , we assume 
that the undermelting of the external solid crus t has continued up to 

_such time as when it became so thin that all of the hea t gener ated i n 
the core was able to pass through it. If one ascribes to the external 
layer' a constant thermal conductivity independent o f t empera ture, t hen 
its thickness D can be calculated from the condition that t he hea t f lux 
through the surface 41fr,A(-dT!dr) is equal to the genera t ed heat 
4'~'MR.1l H(t)[H(t) is the generation of heat per unit volume . Neg l ect i ng 
the generation of heat within the confines of the consider ed l ayer, one 
can take -aT~r = T~/D. By means of the obtained curves of the dis tr i bu
tion of temperature with depth one can find approximately the moment of 
maximum melting t

ll1
, and ~hen, knowing H(t;n), find D. With~ - 0.4-; for 

version C~, tm;;5 1.3 ·10 , D;!#.40 km, and for version C, t "'0 . 9· 10 , 
DZ 20 km. 
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Such thin solid shells, more dense than the .under1ying molten material, 
cannot exist. This calculation shows that at a certain stage of under
melting of the external crust, breaks must have formed in it, on 
account of inhomogeneities of structure and density, and the pieces 
which were formed would have sunk and melted, being' subjected thereby 
to the same differentiation as the residual material of the Moon. The 
exposed molten material, . solidifying, also sank, and in its place new 
lava outpourings arrived. How and when this process stopped in the 
further Cooling of the Moon depends essentially on the degree and 
character of the differentiation of the lunar material. The very 
transition from heating and melting to cooling and freezing was 
related to both the decrease in the overall amount of radioactive 
elements on account of their decay and to their being carried to the 
surface in the course of the differentiation of the core. 

4. Calculations of the cooling of the Moon. In spite of the uncertainty 
introduced in the stage of development described above, one can estimate 
from calculations of the Moon's cooling the present temperature dis
tribution in its core. With 3 to 3~ billion years elapsed after the 
transition from heating to cooling, the effect of the "initia1' ~ (for 
this calculation) temperature distribution is washed out to a con
siderable degree and the present temperature distribution depends 
basically on the distribution of radioactive elements and also on the 
thermal conductivity. 

Calculations of cooling were carried out for the following stratified 
model of the Moon: The Moon is assumed divided into an iron core 
(radius 685 km), comprising 1/7 of the overall mass, a jacket and skin. 
The content of radioactive elements in the nucleus was taken the same 
as that in iron meteorites according to A. G. Starkova [ 2], namely 
(in gig): U 0.5 • 10~, Th 2 .10-8 , K - O. In the jacket it was taken -Jr 
similar to that indunite, namely: U 1. 2 • 10-6 , Th 5.2 • 10-8

, K 6 • 10 • 
In the skin it was tiken similar to that. in a mixture of 1/3 (by volume) 
granite and 2/~ basalt, namely: U 1.6 • 10-e , Th 6.6 • 10~, K 3 • 10-2 

The thickness derived for the skin, enriched in radioactive elements, is 
equal to 17 km for version C and 10 km for version C~. 

For a provisional "initial" temperature distribution, the melting curve 
for iron at high pressure l 6}, was used in the core while an initial 
melting curve obtained in the following way was used in the jacket 
(the presence of a thin skin was not taken into account). Although 
the same content of radioactive elements was assumed for the entire 
jacket, it is supposed that this was somewhat differentiated, the more 
dense refractory minerals being concentrated below. Therefore, the 
temperature of initial melting was taken to be 200 degrees below the 



melting point of dunite at the surface but 100 degrees below it at the 
boundary of the core. It was assumed that the overall melting proceeds 
in a temperature interval of 100 degrees. Such a temperature distribu
tion was assumed for the time t = 1'.5 • 109 years after the calculation 
of cooling was begun. 

In this model it was found that the external layers cool quickly while 
the lower parts of the jacket are heated and partially melt (cf. Fig. 1). 
The cooling is gradually spreading deeper and at the present time the 
thickness of the solid crust amounts to 500-700 km. The lower strata 
of the jacket have continued to be slowly · heated up to the present, 
however, not reaching complete melting. If the radiant heat conductivity 
plays a moderate role (e = 40, the solid curves), then the iron core 
also is partially melted (not by more than l5~); if, however, the 
radiant thermal conductivity is large (e - 10, the dashed curves) 
then it cools off by approximately 50 degrees. 

·c 
UOO 

oL---------~--------~~~---

Figure 
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The stratification models fo r the vers ions C and C\ which we examined 
differ only i n the t hickness of the skin and, therefore, the temperature 
distributions in the i nside obtained f rom them are practically identical. 
Only at the sur face is the temperature gradient, and .along with it also 
the heat f lux , in version C greater t han in version C\ by 15 to 207 •. 
These fluxes amount to 0.2-0.25 • 10-8 cal/cm2 • sec. The calculation 
for the case of a surface temperature of -1500 C, which corresponds to 
the polar regions of the Moon, gave a present heat flux 127. greater and 
a present thickness of the solid external crust 70 km greater than the 
calculation for th OOC surface. The temperature increase of the 
insides, with respect to the " initial" t emperature which we assume, 
obtained during the calculation shows that f or the given content and 
distribu tion of radioactive element s such an " initial" temperature 
distribution could not have taken place . The lower portions of the 
jacket would have had to remain partially molten. In order to get 
cooling, howev r, i . e . , a solid condition of the entire jacket and 
core of the Moon, it is sufficient to slightly lower the assumed content 
of radioactive lem nts in the jacket, even if only in its lower portions, 
which is very lik l y . Insofar as the provisional "initial" temperature 
distribut ion expresses itself only slightly in the temperature distribu
tion at the present moment, which depends in the main on the content of 
radioactive elements, and insofar as the content assumed in our calcula
tions can be considered maximal, one deduces that the Moon is at present 
solid to a depth of not less than 500-700 km. Under conditions of almost 
complete gravitational differentiation , one cannot expect the existence 
in the interior of the Moon of light mo lten masses which would be able 
to erupt and gush out through this crust. 
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THE NATURE OF THE EARTH'S THIRD RADIATION BELT. This article by I. S 
Shk10vs~, V. I. Moroz, and V. G. Kurt, which was abstracted in-sIN:' 
June 1961, is reproduced in its entirety in the following translation 
from Astronomicheskii Zhurna1, Vol. 37, No.5, pp. 931-934, Sept-Oct, 
1960. 

A third and outermost terrestrial radiation belt has been detected 
(beyond the first two belts); this third belt, consisting mainly of 
electrons with E>200 ev, has been detected by. means of ~omputations 
based on current measurements made with ion detectors [1]. At 
R - 50,000 km, the electron flux is N':;: 2 • 107 cm- 2 • sec-I, while in the 
region between 55,000 and 75,000 km, N"1- 2 • 108cm~' sec-I. This 
radiation belt is formed by interaction between the permanent weak cor
puscular "solar wind" flux and the Earth's magnetic field; this leads 
to a redistribution of energy from the protons to the electrons. The 
energy density of the Earth's magnetic field is in accord with the 
value of the charged-particle flux. The third belt is characteristic 
of magnetically quiet days. Favorable consideration is given to the 
premise that the concentration of interplanetary plasma does not exceed 
the concentration in the solar wind, 1. e., - 1 cm- 3 . 

Computations based on current measurements made with ion detectors which 
were installed in Soviet space rockets have led to the detection of a 
third terrestrial radiation belt in the outermost position [1]. This 
belt is primarily composed of relatively soft electrons having energies 
E >200 ev. In the region of the so-called "second" radiation belt, up 
to a distance of about 50,000 km from the center of the Earth, the flux 
of electrons with E:;;>200 ev is N<2 • l(Ycm""2· sec-I. In the zone 
55,000<R<:-75,000 km, N-·2 • loBcm-2 • sec-I. Thus, as has been shown 
in [1], the second belt must consist mainly of electrons with fairly 
high energies (about a hundred kilovolts). These electrons move in 
the Earth's magnetic "trap". 

Naturally, the question arises - what is the nature of the electrons 
which produce the Earth's third (outermost) radiation belt? In this 
connection, we must first of all point out that solar activity was 
insignificant and magnetic disturbances were weak at the time of both 
the January and September Soviet space rocket flights. However, there 
is presently serious basis for thinking that even during periods of 
low activity the Sun appears to be a source of constant though relatively 
weak corpuscular radiation. Following other authors. we shall call this 
phenomenon the "solar wind". 
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Biermann's i nit ia l estimates of the energy flux in the "solar wind", _ 
made by analyz i ng t he acce l er a t i on i n several types of comet tails [2j, 
were obviously high. The i ntroduc t i on of -magnetic hydrodynamics (wh{ch 
Biermann did not do) permits significant lowering of the "solar wind'~ _ 
flux estimates obtained by ana l yzing the acceleration in comet tails [3] . 
However, reliable quantitative analyses have not yet been made. It -
should be noted t hat t his problem is a very complex one. See [4] for 
details concerning t he " so l ar wind". Since our experiment with ion 
detectors was carried out during a period of magnetic calm (K-index-O or 1), 
the corpuscular field in the vicini t y of the Earth should have been 
primar i l y due to the "solar wind" . Ther efore, analysis of the results 
obtained with the aid of these ion de t ec tors leads to direct determination 
of the basic characteristics of t he " so lar wind" as it exists in space in 
the vicinity of the Earth . 

At gr eat distances from the Earth , a ll de t ec tors registered positively
charged corpuscular f luxes of intensities up to 2 • 10Scm-2 • sec-~. 
This resul t was obtained during the f l ight of two space rockets. The 
energy of these corpuscules, as de t er mined by the experimental conditions, 
exceeded 15 ev in any case . It is ev i dently much higher than this value, 
which was detennined by the va lue of the maximum detector potential with 
res pect to the rocket body . Fur thermore, at these distances no case was 
obser ved where all the detector s showed simultaneous negative current. 
Individual detectors showed negative current at times, but this is 
explained by photoeffect with t he second grid [5]. Since the detectors 
were so pos itioned on the body of the rocket that at least one of them 
had t o be in the shade at any given moment, only the simultaneous 
i ndication of positive currents by all counters could indicate the 
pr esence of fluxes of fast e lectrons. Cons equently, we can assert that 
fast electron fluxes (E > 200 ev, whi ch was the potential of the anti
phot oelectron grid) with N > 2 • 10'Tcm-2-. seC-1were not found in this 
"remo t e" zone . Why are they observed in the annular zone of 55,00DeR~ 
<75,000 Ian? Let us exami ne the weak corpuscular flux and its "frozen-in" 
magnetic fie l d moving a t a suf fic i ently great distance from the Earth. 
Since the ve l oci t y of such a flux is several hundred kilometers per ~ 
second, the kine t ic energy of the protons generating this flux is ~10 ev, 
whi l e the kire t i c energy of the electrons is very small, - 1 ev. 

When such a (weak) flux encounters the Earth's magnetic field, it 
evident l y cannot penetrate the latter sufficiently deeply. The 
pene tra t i on depth can be determined from the simple relationship 
H~R)/8!t'~, where Ii is the energy density of the corpuscular flux. 
I n addit i on, a significant process of energy redistribution from the 
pr eton component of the flux to the electron component must occur in 
the per i pheral region of the Earth's magnetic field. The mechanism of 
this process might perhaps be a plausible modification of the scheme 
proposed fairly recently by Veksler l6J. As a result of such a 
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redis tr i bution, the electron energYe in the flux approaches the ener gy 
of the protons , and becomes ~ lai-lO eVe It is precisely for this reason 
that e lec trons of relatively high energy will be found in a she ll of 
s~ thi ckness surrounding the Earth, while there will be few or no such 
electr ons outside the shell. If we assume, per the results of the 
detector measurements, that the average flux value of positive ly char ged 
par ticles at a distance from the Earth's magnetic field is /- 1-2 . 10e 
cm- 2 

• s ec- 1
, while the particle velocity is 500-1000 km/sec, we shall 

find that the concentration of splar corpuscules undisturbed by the 
Ear t h' s magnetic field i~ '-2 cm-S

, and their kinetic energy dens i t y i s 
- 5 ' 10- 9to 2 'lO-eerg/cm~ • . Such a value of energy density for the 
Earth's magnetic field occurs at a distance of ~50,000 to 70,000 km. 
Fas t electrons were observed at precisely such a distance during the 
f l ight of the second Soviet space rocket. Consequently, two independentl~ 
measured quantities - the distance of the third radiation belt on one 
hand, and the flux magnitude of positively charged corpuscles outside the 
Earth's magnetic field on the other hand - are in good agreement with one 
another. If the electrons of the corpuscular flux accelerated in the 
zone of the third radiation belt did not accumulate there, but ins tead 
spread out into interplanetary space, then the ~ux would decreas e 
relatively slowly with distance, such as with R • In actual fact, i t 
is 5-10 times smaller at R -75,000 than at R "' 60,OOO km . Thi s indicat es 
that the accelerated electrons are detained within the region mentioned 
above for some time, moving in a magnetic field which has already lost its 
regularity to a considerable degree because of the disturbing action of 
corpuscular fluxes. Moving in such a field, the electrons will be 
degraded to relatively low levels only in the region of very high geo
magnetic latitudes (75-850 ). There they can cause specific geomagnetic 
phenomena (ionospheric and magnetic disturbances, aurora) of a local 
character. Since the "solar wind" evidently appears to be a permanent 
phenomenon independent of solar activity phases, the above-mentioned 
high-latitude geophysical phenomena should also be of a permanent 
character. As is known, these particular geomagnetic and ionospheric 
disturbances are observed in geomagnetic latitudes higher than those 
of the auroral zone [7,8]. 

We can draw an important astrophysical conclusion from the fact that 
high-energy electron fluxes are absent from interplanetary space 
(~>100.000 km) at the time when fluxes of positively charged particles 
are observed. If interplanetary space contained a stationary plasma 
with a density not less than that of the corpuscular flux density, 
instability would occur during the "motion of the latter. In this case , 
electron plasma vibrations of rapidly increasing wave amplitude would 
arise in the flux. The period of amplitude increase in the plasma 
vibrations by a factor of ~ wo~ld ~e llfII' where fII i~the plasma 
ion frequency. ~or ni -1 - 10 cm- , llfi is -10-31 .10 sec. This 
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process of collective interact i on between the plasma components would 
very quickly cause the electron energies in the corpuscular flux to 
become equal to the proton energies. Not only the interaction of the 
corpuscular f lux with the inhomogeneous magnetic field, but also 
interactions of the flux with the s tationary plasma and with itself 
lead to energy r edis tribution between e l ectrons and protons in the flux. 
From the fact that in interplanetar y space (R~lOO,OOO km) the ion 
detectors did not register high-ener gy e l ectron flux, while they did 
register positively charged corpuscular f luxes, it follows that the 
stationary interplanetary plasma concentration does not exceed the 
corpuscular concentra tion of the " so l ar wind" , Le., about one particle 
per ems . From this we immediately come to the conclusion that the 
ionized gas in interplanetary space exists only in the form of 
corpuscular fluxes, and that for practical purposes there is no stationary 
plasma present there. Evidently the corpuscular fluxes, with their 
"frozen-in" magnetic fields, " sweep up" the interplanetary gas from the 
inner portions of the Solar Sys tem. 

On the basis of available experimental material, it is possible to con
clude that the third radiation belt represents a f ormat i on characteristic 
of magnetically calm ,periods of sma11 solar activity. During periods of 
strong solar activity,' when sufficiently powerful corpuscular fluxes 
invade the Earth's atmosphere, one can expect the third belt (as well s 
the second) to be greatly deformed and to have its basic characteristics 
significantly altered. Therefore, there is great interest in investiga
tions made with ion detectors aboard space rockets dur ing periods of high
level solar activity. 
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(~Astronomy, March-April, 1961) 

jA NON-ROTATING VENUS? 
strengthened the view 
planet. 

Recent Soviet and American observations of Venus 
that there may be no day-night sequence on that 

Although the results are not conclusive, they would mean that, like 
Mercury, one side of Venus is continuous l y roasted in scalding s un
light, whereas the other side is forever f r igid. Since Venus is 
enveloped in clouds, the nature of its ro ta t i on has been unknown. 

The Soviet observations consisted of rad i o studies ( af the Lebedev 
Institute in Moscow. Their measurements disc l osed temperature dif
ferences between the light and dark sides of the planet so radical 
that they implied an extremely slow- or non-exis tent transi tion from 
day to night. 

The Soviet results were backed up by Amer ican observat ions consisting 
of radar signals bounced off the planet by the J et Propulsion Laboratory 
in California. The radar experiment was based on the fact that if the 
planet is turning on its axis at a r ate comparable to that of the Ear t h, 

:one edge would be moving away f rom t he signals at considerable speed 
and the other edge would be coming towards them. Du e to the Doppler 
effect, the reflected signals would var y in f requency fr om one edge of 
the planet to the other. The observed broadening is report ed to have 
been no more than about two cycles per second, s ugges t ing little or no 
rotation. 

The Soviet experiment was based on the fact that a heat d subs tance 
emits radiation at characteristic rad i o frequenci s, thus permitting 
temperature studies by radiotelescope . Meas urement s mad by this 
method are usually consistent with those obtained by optical observa
tions and infra-red emissions. However, becaus of its c louds, Venus 
presents many problems. 
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Radio observations made bYothe Harvard College Observatory have obtained 
a Venus temperature of 600 F at 21 centimeter wavelengths. Similar 
temperatures have been obtained by the Naval Research Laboratory on 3 
and 10 centimeter wavelengths. 

Scientists at the Lincoln Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology have suggested that the surface of Venus may be at room 
temperature. The radio emissions, . they say, could be accounted for by 
a densely ionized portion of the planet's atmosphere. Such intense 
ionization of the Venus atmosphere would make it diff icult, if not 
impossible, for a space vehicle on that planet to communicate with the 
Earth. 

It should be pointed out that these results are contradictory to 
earlier radar measurements made by the Soviets, SIN, June 1961. The 
earlier measurements determined the planet's period of rotation to be 
either 9 or 11 days. 

We can only hope that future investigation of the planet Venus will 
yield more consistent results and clear up some of the mystery. (New 
York Times, June 15, 1961) 

ITWO K>RE NATURAL EARTH SATELLITES. A Polish astronomer , Dr. K. 
Kordylewski of Cracow Observatory, has discovered two faint, cloudlike 
objects Circling the Earth in the lunar orbit. The find, if confirmed 
by other astronomers, would mean discovery of the first natural 
satellites of the Earth other than the Moon. 

From the information disclosed, however, it appears that the two 
objects are almost certainly not solid bodies, but swarms of meteoric 
material caught in a pocket of low gravitational field strength of 
the Earth-Moon system, according to Dr . Kenneth L. Franklin of the 
American Museum - Hayden Planetarium. 

The pocket in which the material is trapped is sixty degrees ahead of 
the Moon. Another such pocket exists sixty degrees behind the Moon in 
a similar orientation. It is believed that the trailing pocket may 
also Contain satellites. (New York Times, June 23, 1961) 

SIGNALS FROK SPACE STILL UNIDENTIFIED. British and Soviet scientists 
were still unable today to identify positively certain signals from 
outer soace as those of the Soviet Venus probe launched February 12. 

Working with Sir Bernard Lovell, Director of the Jodrell Bank Radio 
Observator~, which is trying to trace the probe, are Prof. AlIa Masevitch, 
the woman director of the Soviet tracking stations, and Dr. Jouli 
Khod~, an expert on the Venus rocket. 
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Sir Bernard described the unidentified signals as "extremely short 
bursts" and said the longest received so far had lasted about f i fty 
seconds. 

"I am not prepared to guess at the moment whether these signals Come 
from the Venus rocket," he said. 

The Soviet rocket was to have .. reached the vicinity of Venus about 
three weeks ago. Radio communications with the probe .ended on March 2, 
but Jodrell Bank has picked up signals on the same wavelength since 
May 17th. (New York Times, June 12, 1961) 

SOVIETS. BRITISH FAIL TO CONTACT VENUS PROBE. Final attempts to contact 
the Soviet Venus probe have ended in failure. After much confusion as 
to whether the probe had malfunctioned or was deliberately turned off 
until it passed near the plane~ (SIN, June 196~ Soviet Prof. AlIa 
Masewitch and Dr. JouI i Khodrev travelled to Jodrell Bank J une 9-16 to 
assis t""in the tracking :- ThISseemed to be an indication that the 
Russians are as much in the dark concerning the fate of the probe as 
the rest of the world. (Aviation Week, June 26, 1961) 

SOVIETS PROPOSE NEW LUNAR TV SATELLITE. Soviet Scientist N. Varvarov 
has proposed a satellite equipped with te evision cameras to photograph 
the entire surface of the Moon from a circumlunar-polar orb i t at an 
altitude of about 120 miles • . 

It would take 308 of these 2 hour , ~ 7. 5 min orbits to complete the 
mission, but if the satellite were equipped with small rockets to 
change the plane of each orbit, the jobQould be done in no more than 
eight hours. 

N.EW SOVIET SPACE CHIEF. Konstantin N. Rudnev will succeed Lt. General 
Mikhail V. Krunichev, who died recent y~ as chairman of the recently 
established Soviet State Committee for the Coordination of Scientific 
Research, . the top missile and space post in the USSR . (SIN, May 1961 
p. 6). Rudnev was formerly chairman of the Coupcil of Ministers for 
Defense Technology. 

THRUST OF VOSTOK CARRIER. It is estimated that the carrier vehicle 
that injected.vostok into orbit with passenger Gagarin developed 
between 1.3 anll. 1.8 million pounds of thrust. (Missiles and Rockets , 
June 12, 1961) 

SOVIET WOMAN . IN SPACE IHHlNENT. Government scientists are predicting 
that the Russians are preparing to put a woman into space probably in 
the near future. The prediction is based on reports from tracking 
stations that women's voices are being picked up from launching sites. 
The reports go on to predict that the space capsule will carry two men 
along with the woman astronaut. (Washington Daily News, May 20, 1961) 
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